
A V A  H O L T Z M A N



POST - HEAVEN
GENERATIVE AI IMAGERY SERIES

2022

POST-HEAVEN aims to address a future where the physical, virtual, and symbolic are 
inextricably intertwined, exploring religious identity through the lens of cyborg theory 
focused on constructing the self. 

The project aims to explore societal connection to spirituality and decision of religious 
rules are naturally altered over time, theologies made fluid in response to everything 
from sociopolitical turbulence to new technologies. Using AI deep machine learning 
technology, images are constructed using layered prompts and commands, creating an 
abstract atmosphere of digitized, fluid divinity; a distinctly heavenly cyberspace. 

GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 80cm × 60cm (flexible) 





FROM “NON-FACES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 50cm × 30cm (flexible) 



FROM “HEAVENLY BODIES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 80cm × 60cm (flexible) 





FROM “POST-HEAVEN” SERIES — VIRTUAL GALLERY INSTALLATION VIEWS, 100cm × 57cm (flexible) 



LIQUID COSMOS
GENERATIVE AI IMAGERY SERIES

2022

Imagined using open-sourced AI software, Liquid Cosmos depicts imagery influenced by 
Chinese mythology and the legend of the Dragon Gate, in which a group of koi fish swam 
upstream the Yellow River against the belief of a group of demons who attempted to prevent 
the ascent. After a hundred years, only one fish remain still willing to persevere, and as they 
succeeded, the gods turned them into a golden dragon. Working to balance almost painterly 
textures with the digital base of generative imagery, the series reimagines this ancient story 
as hundreds of fish-dragon hybrids journeying through a virtual, watery galaxy.

EXPERIMENTAL AI ILLUSTRATION, Horizontal 100cm × 50cm | Vertical 42cm × 27.9cm (flexible)



FROM “NON-FACES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 50cm × 30cm (flexible) 



FROM “NON-FACES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 50cm × 30cm (flexible) FROM “HEAVENLY BODIES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 80cm × 60cm (flexible) 



FROM “NON-FACES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 50cm × 30cm (flexible) FROM “LIQUID COSMOS” SERIES — VIRTUAL GALLERY VIEWS, Multiple sizes



NEUE FRAU
AI GENERATIVE IMAGERY SERIES

2022

NEUE FRAU works to create examples of varied female imagery, reminiscent of the futurist 
dreams of cyborg feminists of a future in which any reality may be constructed, particularly 
those in which traditional gender binaries and patriarchal structures are overturned in 
the ever-evolving journey for gender equality and social equity. The series invites viewers 
to come up close and personal with the images themselves, to observe and question for 
themselves which elements may be real or constructed, human or non human, and which 
kinds of influences and prejudices may underscore each work. 

While exploring the numerous stylized facets of generative AI art through open sourced 
machine learning software, the images showcase potent examples of algorithmic biases, 
particularly involving depiction of skewed racial preferences within generative media as a 
whole. 

FROM “NEUE FRAU” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 15cm × 15cm









FROM “NEUE FRAU” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 15cm × 15cm



BLANK WHITE SPACES AT 
THE EDGES OF PRINT

MANIPULATED ARCHIVAL MUGSHOTS
2022

The project takes inspiration from historical headshots of 1970’s American vigilante group 
“The Janes”, an underground resource providing women access to safe abortions pre Roe v. 
Wade. 

The series consists of composites of public domain mugshots from women convicted of a 
felony or crime related to the enactment of new restrictive abortion laws, depicting women 
suffering on the fringes of society newly hyper-focused on the topic of bodily rights for 
women. These women have not always been the center of news outlets or headlined papers 
and tabloids, but have instead existed quietly in the margins of an ever deepening and 
complex argument in the US over women’s rights to bodily autonomy.

ARCHIVAL IMAGERY, A0 (flexible)





FROM “BLANK WHITE SPACES AT THE EDGES OF PRINT” SERIES — VIRTUAL GALLERY INSTALLATION VIEWS, 150cm × 100cm



SHORT-TERM RESIDENT
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY SERIES

2021-2022

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY, A2 (flexible)

An exploration into the starkness of a state of permanent temporality. The project aims 
to capture and visualize the isolation and discomfort of foreignness, and the unease of 
attempting to create a sense of stability and familiarity within a place where the time of 
stay is predetermined and monitored. Can you ever truly feel at home in a place you already 
know might not be yours to keep forever?







NON-FACES
GENERATIVE IMAGE ART FROM MACHINE LEARNING GAN PROGRAMS

2022

NON-FACES aims to explore connections between human and AI in art, looking specifically 
at the creation and implementation into mainstream art spaces of generative art as an 
evolving medium for image based arts creation. 

The series seeks to explore questions around who owns artistic works created equally with 
human and AI influence, and what kinds of implicit biases become aparent as these kind of 
cyborgian creative processes work their way into mainstream artistic spheres of influence. 
NON-FACES seeks to explore how we understand creativity, and the ways our connection to 
creation and art evolve over time in the same way our technology does.

GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 50cm × 30cm (flexible) 









FROM “NON-FACES” SERIES —VIRTUAL GALLERY INSTALLATION VIEWS, 100cm × 72cm 



CYBORGSPACE
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY SERIES

A portrait in photography is a way to see someone. A viewer is presented with a face with 
which it is possible to tie an identity to. But how much information can one really get about 
the subject through merely a photograph? This is where technology comes in. 

A portrait created through QR codes allows a viewer to access a more intimate view of the 
portrait’s subject, to have a broader and deeper understanding of their identity beyond 
merely a visual. These QR codes can be linked to any place: social media platform, personal 
website, videos, music. Imagine a world where we didn’t just look at a person through their 
outward appearance, but were able to simultaneously access a sort of database of their 
personality (favorite songs, their social medias, websites we like) to flesh out our “view” 
of them, in an aim to better understanding and connection between all.

DIGITALLY MANIPULATED PHOTOGRAPHY,  150cm × 100cm (flexible)







FROM “CYBORGSPACE” SERIES — ARTOMATA (GROUP EXHIBITION), TIBET OPEN HOUSE GALLERY, PRAGUE CZ 2022, 150cm × 100cm



FROM “CYBORGSPACE” SERIES — ARTOMATA (GROUP EXHIBITION), TIBET OPEN HOUSE GALLERY, PRAGUE CZ 2022, 150cm × 100cm



RAGE BECOMES HER
MULTIMEDIA FASHION INSTALLATION AND PHOTOGRAPHY SERIES

2021 - 2022

It’s easier to critique the angry women than to ask the questions “what is making you 
so angry?” And “what can we do about it?” — the answers to which have disruptive and 
revolutionary implications. RAGE BECOMES HER is an experimental fashion line and photo 
series exploring the transformative power of female anger as fuel to positively and effectively 
strive for social and systemic change around women’s rights, and overcome traditional 
misogynistic taboos around expressions of anger by women. 

The works center around visual expressions of anger, gore as a genderless and powerful 
symbol of social rebirth and transformation, and aims to show that the anger we have as 
women is an act of radical imagination. 

Project Website: https://a1rebekah2.wixsite.com/ragebecomesher

MIXED MEDIA
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY,  59.4cm × 84.1cm (flexible) 







STARS - LOAVES - EGGS
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY SERIES

2022

Shot in a small city near Dubrovnik, Croatia, the series follows an ancient tradition of har-
vesting sea urchins. Originating from Suffolk in Eastern England, the folklore name of Fairy 
Loaves was given to the heart urchin Micraster because they resembled round loaves of 
bread. People would place an urchin by the hearth in hope that it would ensure the house-
hold would always have bread. If the household went without bread for more than a week 
it was thought witchcraft had stopped the Fairy Loaves’ protective powers.

In other myths, urchins are considered to be snakes’ eggs of the sea. It was thought that at 
midsummer, magical eggs were formed from the sea foam by the snakes. The foam, shaped 
into a ball, was believed to have the power to protect one from deadly poisons. If stolen 
from the snakes during midsummer’s eve and kept on a piece of cloth, the ball would retain 
its magical powers.

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY, A2 (flexible)





FROM “HEAVENLY BODIES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 80cm × 60cm (flexible) 

DONT TRY TO SLEEP THROUGH 
THE END OF THE WORLD
METAVERSE PHOTOGRAPHY SERIES

Navigating intersections between discourses on Post-human identity and Donna Haraway’s Cyborg theory of 
fragmentation and reconstruction, the series imagines intimate moments in the digitized natural landscapes 
of a distant future Metaverse.

The imagery follows the journey of X: a fragmented cyborg avatar and freshly materialized citizen of the Metaverse, 
beginning their exploration of the alien terrains of a thousand digital realms. Their damaged appearance (a result 
of their deleted default clothing revealing an unfinished form once separated from their assigned appearance) 
alludes to Cyborg theory’s notion of a fractured identity as the result of a consciously constructed self.

Emboldened and curious despite their incomplete form, X’s journey is soft and playful, documenting the simple 
pleasures found on the path of identity and digital reconstruction. What kind of worlds and identities of the 
future post-digital age might we imagine? How will they and us look once we build them?

[ This project is in its early stages of production and intended to be ongoing in its research and output imagery. ]

METAVERSE PHOTOGRAPHY, (sizing flexible) 



FROM “HEAVENLY BODIES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 80cm × 60cm (flexible) 





FROM “HEAVENLY BODIES” SERIES — GENERATIVE IMAGERY, 80cm × 60cm (flexible) 



FROM “LEVEL II.” SERIES — METAVERSE PHOTOGRAPHY, (sizing flexible) 



EDUCATION
2020—CURRENT  FAMU, Academy of Performing Arts in Prague, BA Photography and New Media, Prague CZ
• Relevant Coursework: Studio and Documentary Photography, Contemporary Graphic Design, Curating, History of Contemporary Arts and Photographic Theory

2022  NODE Center for Curatorial Studies, Berlin DE 
• Relevant Coursework: Exhibition Design, Curating for Social Change, Practical Guide to Curating. Exhibition Texts

WORK
2023  Head Curator, COMPLEX, Gabriel Loci, Prague CZ
2022  Head Curator, Between Anywhere and Nowhere, OFF Festival of Contemporary Photography, Bratislava SL
2021  Primary Unit Stills Photographer, Dir. I-Ju  Lin “A Camping Trip” , Prague CZ
2020  Production Manager, Emerald Magazine, New York City USA
2019—2020   Photojournalism Apprentice, Hot Press Magazine, Dublin IE

EXHIBITIONS & PUBLICATIONS
2022 ARTOMATA - Artists in AI (Group exhibition), Tibet Open House, Prague CZ
2022 Emotional Damage (Group exhibition), A[v]oid Floating Galerie, Prague CZ
2022 Cornucopia (Group exhibition), Galerie AMU, Prague CZ
2021 The Hour Between Dog and Wolf (Group exhibition), Galerie AMU, Prague CZ

CONTACT
avaholtzman1@gmail.com
avaholtzmanphoto.com

AVA HOLTZMAN (b. 2000, USA) is a photographer, curator, and 
intermedia artist in the Department of Photography at The 
Academy of Performing Arts (FAMU) in Prague.  

She has worked extensively in print publications, digital media 
and contemporary art installation, and exhibition curation across 
the US and Europe. Her work spans interactive installation, 
photographic print, fashion design and Net Art, with common 
themes of Posthumanist theory and cyber-sociology.

Inspired by cyborg theory such as that in the writings of feminist 
theorist Donna Haraway, Holtzman aims to explore and test 
boundaries between human and machine, online and offline 
identity. Her images reflect the sentiments of a new wave of 
digital artists, where technology simultaneously disembodies 
and connects us.


